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SUBJECT:	 RCA Advanced Satcom Vx (RCA-F) Launch on Delta
RCA-F is the second in a new series of high-traffic capacity, 24-transponder
communications satellites. it is scheduled to be launched on a Delta vehicle
from the Eastern Space and Missile Center (SSMC) no earlier than April 8, 1983.
The launch support for this mission will be provided by NASA, on a reimbursable
basis, to RCA-Americozr, a subsidiary of the Radio Corporation of America (RCA),
at an estimated price of $31M. Launches of RCA-A, -B, -C, -C', -D, and -E were
successfully conducted on December 12, 1975, March 26, 1976, December 6, 1979,
November 19, 1931, January 15, 1982, and October 27, 1982, respectively.
The RCA-F mission will use the Delta 3924 launch vehicle configuration which
incorporates the Extended Long Tank Thor booster, nine Castor TV strap-on
motors, the Aerojet AJ-118 second stage, and the Thiokol. TE-364-4 third stage.
This vehicle configuration places the spacecraft in a synchronous transfer orbit.
Three days after launch, the spaeecraft apogee kick motor will be fired at
transfer orbit apogee to circularize its orbit at geosynchronous altitude of
19,300 NM above the equator at approximately 128 degrees W longitude where it
will service commercial and government voice, digital, and video communications
requiLements between Alaska and CONUS.
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FOREWORD
MISSION OPERATION REPORTS are published expressly for the use of
NASA senior management, as required by the Administrator in NASA
v4anagement Instruction NMI 8610.3D, dated May 13, 1982. The purpose
of these reports is to provide NASA senior management with timely,
complete, and definitive information on flight mission plans, and
to establish official mission objectives which provide the basis
for assessment of mission accomplishment.
Reports are prepared and issued for each flight project just prior
to launch. Following launch, updating reports for each mission are
issued to keep management currently i,iformed of definitiv. 	 .,,in
results as provided in NASA Management Instruction HQMI at 	 ,.d.
These reports are sometimes highly technical and are for personnel
having program/project management responsibilities. The Public
Affairs Division publishes a comprehensive series of reports on
NASA flight missions which are available for dissemination to the
news media.
Published and Distributed by
HEADQUARTERS ADMINISTRATION DIVISION
NASA HEADQUARTERS
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GENERAL
Oil May .1 o, 19(111 all agreement was signed between the NASA r-d MA-Americom which
q ot ForLh terms and conditions whereby NASA would furnish Delta launch , vehicles
,tnd asoociated services on a reimbviroable basis for the purpose of Launching
11CA-0 1 0 1 , (3, and It missions. Negotiations are currently being concluded for all
' 1111( 1 116moiit to tliat agreement that, adds launch support for the -E and -F mission$6
in accorklance with the agreement;
NASM will provide support described in tile "Delta Standard Services List"
%l atoll April 1980 witch includes the following servl--as;
Provide and launch a standard Delta 3910 launch vehicle to place RCA
payloads into orbits desired by RCA.
Viovide working area for the YICA spacecraft at SSMC.
Provide for spacecraft telemetry reception during launcli preparation and
Ourinq the ascent.
Provide network communications support necessary for launch and initial
orbit phase,
tIalculate Initial transfer orbit.
Provide various servipas if required to support the launch.
NASA Will then provide the new Aerojet 3920-type second stage and the Delta
TV-1tiol—I third stage and associated launch support as all optional service.
4	 . RCA will unde.-take to do or certify that the following has been done-.
- i
, tovi(Ita mission requirements.
- Asss%iro spacearaft compatibility with launch vehicle and tracking and data
lacilit. fes.
lliovi.do a spacecraft interface specification.
- Provide a flight-ready spacecraft to the range.
A.-,nvira to NASA that spacecraft has been properly tested,
l l iov:Lde documentation that apogee motor meets range standards.
Dotormine launch criteria for spacecraft and supporting stations.
Tho staliklovd Delta 3910 launch support of the RCA-' mission is being provided to
IWA-Amorieom at a fixed price of $25.0M. Tile addition ,l iijoremenLal costs of
roplooln4j Ll ►a standard TRW second stage witli the new Aerojot stage and tile
vproviitni oC the TE-364-4 third stage will be provided as optional services at
,% cost currently expected to amount oil the order of $3.8 to $GM.
1
NAk.')A MISSION OBJECTIV) ."S POR THE RCA-F MISSTON
Launell the RCA-I• : 	 CI Synollfollous trallf'.Ver 011AL On s% Lllvv!0-kLlqe
Delta 3924 launchvehicle with sufficient acouracy to allow the spooevralt apoq0t.,
kick motor to place the spaceurafL into a stationary Synchronous orbit , whilt.,
tetaillinq SllrfiCiellt station%eepilly propuluion to meet the lid-1 ,5iOn lifetime
requirements.
.7ctf^C' all B. Mallon, Diro•tor	 JA -,SOA.ABIRAIIAMSON
,t /-Speclal 1,roqr1ms Division	 Lieutenant Gvi.,erol, USAP
Office of Space Vli(Ilit	 Asso(^iaLC At1VifiliSt1'4lL0V lol'
Space V11-11111*
Da t-1 e	 DaLeMC,
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MISSION DESCRIPTION
^--	 IWA-nmericom is now introducing a larger, second-generation satellite design that
exploits the economy and payload capacity of the uprated Delta launch vehicle.
System profitability studies show that this ekpanded domestic network should
remain at C-band (6/4 GHz), with traffic capacity per satellite increased by a
voteM nation of higher EIRP, improved filter characteristics, and more advanced
Lo r.restrial equipment. Increased propellant capacity, additional component
redundancy , and greater power system capability will extend the satellite's life
itnd reliability. Earth :station improvements to complement these spacecraf:..
1'ootttre. and to thereby double the per-transponder channel capacity include
modi.i'ications to the R1 1 stages of the terrestrial facilities and development of
moro efficient modulation techniques.
The first two 24-channel RCA Satcom satellites (Satcom I and II) were filled
during their four years of service, and RCA planned a third satellite for service
in early 1980. The Satcom III (F-3) satellite had the same channelization and
effective isotropically radiated power (EIRP) as Satcoms I and II, but carried
four spare traveling-wave tube-amplifiers *'TWTA) and higher -capacity batteries
to assure improved reliability throughout its projected eight -year design life.
Unfortunately, contact with the satellite was lost after ignition of its apogee
motor. similar fourth and fifth satellites (-C', 
-D) were Launched in 1981-2 to
supplement the Satcoms I and YI.
Design changes to these spacecraft, in addition to transponder redundancy,
extended their orbit life to ten years, supported improved communication-
s	 subsystem performance, and provided a superior attitude-control system.
The sixth and seventh (-E, -F) satellites are being launched in 1982-3 to expand
the satellite constellation. RCA-Americom has selected a second-generation
spacecraft design that has a higher traffic capacity and a lower cost-per-
transponder per year. Like the original series, the Advanced Satcom satellites
will be designed, fabricated, and controlled into orbit by RCA Astro-Electronics.
Complementary improvements'in ground stations and transmission equipment will
assure that spacecraft enhancements are used efficiently to maximize system
capacity and profitability.
SYSTEMS REQUIREMENTS
The RCA-Americom system serves four distinct domestic communications traffic
markets--commercial, government, video/audio, and Alaska.
Government communications services provides voice, video and high-speed data
services to federal agencies (NASA, DoD, NOAA, etc.) via RCA-owned Earth stations
located on various government installations.
Video and audio services provide point-to--point and paint-to-multipoint
distribution of television, radio and naws services to broadcasters, cable-TV
operators and publishers. The network of receive-only stations owned and
operated by the CATV industry has expanded most rapidly, with approximately
3,000 such stations now being served by the RCA Satcom system.
ii
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Alascom Services gives Alascom, Inc., the long-distance common carrier for
Alaska, the satellite capacity for interstate and intrastate message and video
transmission.
Although radio-frequency interference (FRI) congestion of terrestrial microwave
networks does not limit K-band station locations, frequency coordination for
0-band stations has become less formidable now because interference levels can
be precisely measured on-site, and natural or artificial shielding can be
judiciously used. Rooftop antennas for the customer--K-band's..;.ppeal--are
already being utilized in C-band by numerous major business and government
facilities located in suburban areas removed from metropolitan RF1 congestion.
Although K-band has no prescribed downlink flux-density limits, the C-band
limit is on flux-density per unit bandwidth. Therefore, we can use adaptive
energy dispersal, in which the energy spreading waveform is inversely propor-
tional to the signal level, to meet the C-band limit without sacrificing a
constant fraction of the frequency deviation--hence, signal-to-noise (SIN)--
for dispersal purpcses.
Large downlink margins are required. at K-band to overcome the deep fades due to
precipitation in the transmission path. These margins dictate that high-power
transmitters--necessarily, TWTAs for the next decade--be used. On the other
hand, lower-power Crband amplifiers can employ the more reliable solid-state
technology of gallium-arsenide field-effect transistors (GaAsPETs), Lastly,
the economic attraction of a hybrid satellite with greater spectral, capacity
diminishes when we consider the practical difficulties of orbit slot compli-
cations due to different spacings for C-band and K-band satellites (4 degrees
and 3 degrees, :respectively) and to high restoration costs and operational
complexity when partial failures occur.
In accordance with the geographical coverage requirements of RCA-Americom, the
spacecraft design provides the specified radiated power over the areas shown in
Figure 1. With the satellite positioned at 3.28 degrees west longitude, a
corresponding E-W pointing offset maintains the beam coverage over these areas
independent of the actual longitude station. Frequency and polarization inter-
leaving of the separate channels is employed with the transponder and four
antennas to achieve 24 channels, each having a 56-MHz usable bandwidth within
the 500-MHz allocation. The,narrowband command and telemetry channels use the
edges of the allocated 50 +0-MHz band on both the 6-GHz uplink and 4-GHz downlink.
Using standard techniques of FSK-tone commands, with unique spacecraft address
and FM telemetry, permit a single ground-station command and telemetry facility
to control several in-orbit spacecraft.
Events from launch to final mission attitude in geostationary orbit occur in
sequence comprised of four basic phases:
Boost phase, from lift-off through burn-off and separation from the spinning
Delta third stage; during this phase, only the command receiver and telemetry
transmitter of the spacecraft are active.
Transfer orbit phase, from third stage separation to apogee motor ignition;
during this phase of 68 hours, the spacecraft spin axis orientation and spin
rate are measured and controlled to provide (a) stable thermal and power
r	 conditions during the interva3 and (b) final orientation for apogee motor
firing. The spacecraft and apogee motor comprise a stable spinning ins+rain
distribution during this phase so that only passive nutati.on dampi.nd io required.
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Syn^,*hrt #v-u:; orbit injection phase, during which the apogee mot(:,.t^ burn increases
t.itra m,,tq,t .udv and changes the direction of satellite velocity to effect the
cliantio l r sir} the inclined, elliptical transfer orbit to the synchronous
altit ude, oqu:rto ial final orbit. This event is nominally planned for the
sovonth apc qoo bass.
I)t i ft =)ri1t and erection pha so, during which the :spin rrtto of tho npnco :rant
In .tttiwltt'd to tiles final :tystom angular momentum ran(le, I t.he main axis and
momontttm r.-intir, Vhe tip in axis and momentum vector i^a ali.ctncd to t:he orbit
11ormal,, and the 11lomonttun wheel is energized to cause the body patch axis to
align to t;ho orbit normal. The solar array is Shen deployed, and Earth
c,aptttxn i s accomplished by using Earth sensor error signals to control the
moitwnt'um whool rate. This phase is completed in approximately 6 hours.
After the spac:coralRt is fully deployed and prepared for mission operation, it is
neoec *,,,ary t t !tax°root, the orbit injection errors and to move the spacecraft from
t.lie in 1v(-t v)n lonctitude to the desired station by commanding appropriate thrusts
5
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of tho reaction control system (RCS). During the 2-weak period of fined station
acquisition, various operational checkout tests will be conducted to ensure that
the system is fully operational.
The orientation of the spacocraft and solar array relative to the Earth is shown
in Figure 2 at three different time positrons in the 24-hour orbit. Also indicated
are the rotating attitude-coordinate-reference axes for roll (velocity vector),
pitch (orbit normal), and yaw (local zenith vector). The momentum-wheel attitudo
control subsystem is designed to orient the main body continuously toward the
local vertical, while the solar arrays are controlled to point toward the Sun.
The propulsion subsystem will maintain the orbit parallel to the equator within
0.05 degree and will adjust the longitude position of the spacecraft within 0.1
degree. With respect to the Earth, the spacecraft will then appear nearly
stationary at the preselected location of 128 degrees west longitude on the
equator.
ON-ORBIT GEOMETRY
00311' Nt)1d ,
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Fig. 2
In the normal steady-state operating mode, the inertial gyroscopic stability of
the momentum wheel tends to maintain the pitch axis parallel to the Earth axis.
Control of the spacecraft about the pitch axis is accomplished by varying the
wheel speed in acbordanc(e w4th terror signals generated by the Earth sensor. Data
from th:s sensor is also used with magnetic torquers for controlling roll and yaw
(i.e., maintaining the wheel axis alignment). Unbalanced solar torque-is
cancelled by bias torque coils mounted on the solar arrays. The attitude control
subsystem is also designed to maintain precise antenna pointing during north/
south and east/west velocity changes required for stationkeeping. Both north/
south and east/west thrusters are fired at a nodal crossing once every 3 weeks.
It is during these LTV maneuvers, and only during these times of high disturbance
6
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torque, that the gyros OP. usedl ais a short-term attitude reference. Multiple
alternate modes of operation are provided in the design of the attitude control
•	 and reaction control subsystems to achieve rdliability and to back up any
component failure.
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Although the Advanced Satcom spacecraft willbe larger and heavier than the
first-generation spacecraft now in service, it will retain the basic featurc"r, 1'.1f
its predecessors: three-axis body stabilization, Sun-oriented solar panels, and
cross-Vridded antenna reflectors for frequency rouse, as shown in Figure 3.
Propellant supply, power-system capacity, and component reliabilily/redundanoy
will be sufficient to ensure that all channels operate continuously for 10 years.
To achieve greater traffic capacity within the 24 channels, RCA will incorporate
technological advances over the present designs into each of the ma 4,or communi-
cations subsystpA elements.' For example, a shaped-beam antenna increases gain
over the coverage areal an improved receiver (lower noise temperature) further
increases uplink carrier-to-noises sharper 'multiplex filters decrease crosstalk
and distortion noisel and higher-Powered amplifiers with improved linearity
reduce intermodulation distortion and permit greater capacity. The attitude and
velocity control systems will be modified to match the larger structural config-
uration, as will the array size and battery capacity to support the higher pwor
consumption of the payload.
ADVANCED SATCOM ON-ORBIT CONFIGURATION
Vig. 3
Leading particulars of the Advanced Satcom are given in Table 1.
COM14UNICATIONS PAYLOAD
is provided by 28 individual 8.5 watt
four electronic power conditioners
er converters that provide power ror
volt buses. Redundancy includes
and seven SSPA's for each six
ng wave tube ampli l iars (TWTA'S).
are higher reliability, much simpler
to third order intermodulation, and
The RCA Satcom V1 communications capability
RF solid-state power amplifiers (SSPA's) and
(EPC's). Each EPC contains two dc-to-dc pow
six SSPA units on common 8.5 volt, and -3.0
three power converters for each two required
required. Previous RCA Satcoms used traveli
Performance advantages of the SSPA vs. TWTA
power supply requirements, improved carrier
improved phase linearity characteristics.
8
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TABLE 1
SPACECRAFT CHARACTERISTICS
ITEM
	
DCSCRXPTTON/VALUE
Mission Life
	
10 Years
North-South St4tion-keeping Accuracy +O.l Degree
Eaat-West Station-keeping Accuracy *0.1 Degree
N,olipse Capability	 100% (24 channels fully powered)
Stnbilization	 Thkee-'Axis
Transfer Orbit Weight	 2461 Pounds
channelization	 24 Transponders
12. oath on Ok thogonal Polarizations
Redundancy	 28-for 24 SSPA, 4-for-2 Receivers
E'IRP/Channel
CONUS
- CONUS/Alaska
- Hawaii
Receive G/T, CONUS/,Alaska
Receive Frequencies
Transmit frequencies
CR&T Frequencies
- Uplink
- Downlink
Array Power (Minimum @ 10 yrs)
TH..,, all-solld-state communications satellite also incorporates an RCA-de'signed
tro uonoy re-use, shaped beam antenna design, incorporating a pair of ortho-
tionst l.ly-I)o1 ari zed, overlapped, offset parabolic reflectors. Each reflector
lk'(1 111MOdat,e ; a linearly {')olarized, rectanclular horn fed array designed to provide
(it+tiim i sh.,t)eci-beam antenna patterns of both vertical and horizontal polarization.
A major consideration in antenna design is CONUS-Alaska versus CONUS-only
coverage. Americom has chosen two generalized beam shapes, as illustrated in
Viciure 4(a) and (b), for eastern and western orbital locations. Thus, prelaunch
ad instAlont of the feed power-splitting and phasing network for specific beam
` 1 11,4)00 is Planned since orbital stations will generally be preassigned.
ADVANCED SATCOM ETRP COVE,MQ2;
35 dBN
34dBW
26 dBW
3dB/degree K
5925-6425 MHz
3700-4200 MHz
6423.5 MHz
3700.5 and 4199.5 MHz
1050 Watts
35 d6W
34 d8W
33 d8W
32 d8W
(a) Iastey tt
 orbital positions e
i	 26 dBW
	
35 dBW25 dBW
24 dBW	 34 d6W`	
33 dW
32 dB8W
(b) Western Orbital positions
Fig. 4
4
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As on the current Satcom satellites, the reflector is composed of overlapped,
cross-gridaed surfaces to achieve the two orthogonal linear polarizations. The
axial separation of the two surfaces provides a corresponding separation of their
focal points that accommodates multiple sets of feed horns.
TRANSPOP:)ER ENHANCEMENTS
Each element of the transponder incorporates design improvements that, together
with the higher antenna gain, double the traffic capacity per channel of these
satellites. The receivers use GaAsFETs in both the 6-GHz preamplifier and 4-GHz
driver sections to achieve greater than 3-dB improvement in noise figure.
Advanced multiplex filter designs realize sharper channel band-sedge attenuation
with lower inband gain slope (and, thus, reduced crosstalk). These advanced
designs have six-pole group-delay-equalized elliptic function characteristics
for the input filters and four-pole elliptic-function response for the output
filters.
All-solid-state GaAsFET power amplifiers (SSPA), used in lieu of TWTAs, will
significantly improve both the performance and reliability of the final amplifier.
in comparison with a TWTA, the SSPA is a more linear amplifier, particularly
near the full-power operating point. This linearity of the power transfer
function, with less gain compression at the nominal saturation point, is
exhibited in terms of t^1e 1eve.1 of intermodulation bcttween two (or more)
carriers. With the SSPA, the signal-to-third-order intermodulation distortion
between two carriers is 3 to 8 dB better than with the TWTA. Hence, to achieve
a given signal quality, for example 20dB S/IM 3 , the input back-off required For
the SSPA is approximately 5 dB less than that fir a TWTA, thus providing a
higher signal-to-noise ratio and, resultantly, greater channel-traffic capacity.
Additional capacity increases are realized when other transponder enhancements--
for example, improved G/T, filters, antenna gain, and so on--are considered.
The Advanced Satcom transponder, by virtue of SSPA linearity in combination with
phase-equalized ell4:otic function filters, can support two simultaneous video
transmissions with h.jh quality and without crosstalk.
Elimination of the hot-cathode life-limitation and high-voltage power-supply
comj;jlexity of TWTAs will greatly increase the probability that the amplifier
will survive the full 10-year mission. A spare SSPA, installed for each of the
four groups of six channels, also increases transponder reliability.
SPACECRAFT BUS
Structure
The spacecraft main body, measuring 56" x 64" x 69", mounts all electronic
boxes, batteries, propulsion, and attitude control equipment on six honeycomb
structural pallets or panels. Transponders and housekeeping components are
mounted on four panels, two each on the north and south sides of the spacecraft:.
Additional housekeeping equipment is mounted on a base panel, facing away from
the Earth.
An Earth-facing panel provides a mounting surface for the two communication
antenna-reflectors, with their composite feed assembly, two command/telemetry
antennas, and the Earth sensors for attitude sensing.
10
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Tho two ,;idon bot.wt s on Lilt) ocltttpment+ paJIetri and Earth-facing pallet provide shear
s	 ,!,r, car. tilt, moinhod St ► ^uctttro.
	
hlt, etratod with these a3scmblios are rotirlltiac	 1	 y	 I
,;pho l i c o l 1 11^opo l 1,1111 l,ankn . 	 The 1:I I3 1 -potind k Lc,k matter is, housed in the center
vy l t ► r,tol cal tilt, nplic'ec rat I tltruuc li tlm r;i.xth rit.cle cat' the mainbody.	 A c011104A.
.t,l=aptoi l
 att,tctlwo Hin matter tO 010 cylindrical column and also provides transition
suppol t from the lot►nch vehicle interfaces to the baseplate structure.
AL- t i i Lido Control
'T'lie oLtUude control subsystem employs a sealed, high-speed (4000 rpm) whee with
a :;oparate march sensor and closed-loop magnetic roll control. The RCA-designed
ESTftIM ITI; momentum-bias attitude control system provides three-axis control by
vi i, t vw ()1 the ctyroscopic rigidity of the ,vheel and its servo-controlled exchange
cif' ,anclular momentum with the spacecraft mainbo^ly.
The inertial stability permits attitude determination by a single, roll/pitch
Borth-horizon sensor without the complexity of a star sensor. Continuous control
of Lho pitch axis all.gnment to the orbit normal is achieved by magnetic torquing
with no oxpendobles or moving parts.
The ;;yffl c=m m,, lnt.o i ne; car. iencation durincl normal orbital operation, orbit adjust,
► ir,l 1110 ,trslui nit-ion and i_ti jacrion maneuvers. The point;incl capability during
ntit nw l cat,oi ol, i,on .i:i +0. 19 ciccfree: about roll, +0.25 degree without yaw, and +0.12
dog roo ,about p l t ch .	
-.
'T'ho ',poc uc:ra ft has 12 hydrazine thrusters in a closed - loop system for North/South
and 1 1,ost /West sLationkeepin(l.
Thc l ern,a.l Control Subsystem
A 'Iherm,il Con.trol Subsystem provides control of heat absorption and rejection
tc) ma-hitain all components of the spacecraft within safe operation temperata_,res,
wh i (ii normally ranye from 10 to 30 degrees Celsius.
11i31,1y-ru1Tective mirrors and thermal blanketing insulation are employed to
pr„vide passive heat control.
Laycr , rr cat aluminized insular inq material offer high resistance to radiant heat
I lc)w. The hislhly reflective mirrors maximize heat rejection and minimize heat
[Ilr:;c^i'lx t i c^ ►a .
f'vwol Subsystem
'T'ho l lowei Subsystem consists of two tri-folded solar array panels and three
ni cko 1.-c odm.ium batteries. The subsystem delivers a maximum output of 1450 watts
c,f roclulated 35 volts at beginning of life and 1100 watts after 10 years.
lharin(l the two eclipse periods that are experienced each year, power will be
.,,tI)ld ied by the batteries. Sun-oriented solar arrays and a direct array-to-load
L-onnection maximize the efficiency and minimize the weight of the electrical
power cjonerati.on, storage, and regulations subsystems.
With Hio spacecraft mainbody always aligned vertically, a single-axis clock-
c cent r-otle(l drive shaft maintains the array toward the Sun. Solar cells, which
convert. the tun's energy into electrical power, cover an area of 125 square feet.
11
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Input converters in each subsystem oonvol L the 24.5 to 15.3 mo i n bus volt 41kik,
range to their specific; requirements at constant flower and ('s,i'ficiency. 1111 1l+.lr
converters are designed to preclude a major sintlie-point failtilo mc)cle.
Propulsion subsystem
An on-board propulsion subsystem is designed to maintain the
	
oil
station throughout its 10 year life.
Tile Advanced RCA Satcom carries 315 pounds of hydrazille molloIll'opol Ion" a ll I okw
tanks for in-orbit use. Upon command fl:onl the y rottl ld, seleoLed t111'llnLoI's call
be fired to provide spin-axis control. in the trans l' (, r orbJ t., an we t I on Vo I Ovi Ly
control in synchronous orbit. The hydrazine reacts w.i t h a c;at ,l lysl to p n)v i do
the energy thrust from the 12 reaction encaine assemb-I icItl.
The pasoive surface-tension propellant feed ensures operotioll wlt l no risk of
bladder deterioration. Two independent, cross-connected 11.11 1'-- system:; (ll'o
designed to maintain control., even in the event of.rkiilu.re, of ony thru.9tol
valve, or tank.
Maintenance of the station lonslitude and ecluatoHaI orbit :i.neIin.11i call to 0.I
degree requires about 30 minllt.es of Lhrustincl once evrry t work:;.
Command, Ranging and `telemetry Subsystem
The .functions of command reception, dcQodincl and distrilnititm, 1 1onq witl, ,luto--
matic and manual telemetry and transpondinn rancle tone:; al o handlod by tbo
command, ranging, and telemetry subsystem.
	 '
Command signals are modulated on a 6 tiliz carrier and revo ived by one ref: t ht,
spacecraft's two onmi antennas. Lach of the two command receivors, I)M`ILWLII i
three isolated outputs containing the Frequency Shift Key (FSK) oomm,' ► nd tono i-
Two outputs from each receiver are sent to the dual command logic: deitto0wkitot-
for further processing and conversion to a digital bit stream.
Logic level commands are distributed to the spacecraft from the demodulintor.
Other commands, such as thruster driver, relay closure, and pyrotechnic 1'i.rintl,
are generated in the central logic processor. Tile l)rocessor hill t:hc+ capability
to implement 160 redundant commands.
During Attitude  maneuvers, the processor provides all 	 between the thl w;Lor,
firing commands and the actual operation of the thrusters.
The ranging function involves the use of the two command rek:ei,vor and tw,.
beacon transmitters.
The telemetry Function is performed by the ftal telemetry module. vhis unit
transmits H-b .t telemetry words for a total or 1^ 50 words at 128 work;; I,(, r
seco id. The sampl incl .I s c ont roll od by cotinLets within Lho muulu l o. '1'11%, l o l p ert ry
point); aro available for :.torintl	 '111d
sp,woc rn f k i dc^n t i t if,1 t i,nl,
x,
is
12	 rt
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'mio (w',) 1)k ,,c,on i.rtin.,,mLtAar; with carrier	 of ).7 and 4.2 (Alz con
opor ,otu at Lwo .selectable output;. Mower levels. The hiclh-Mower output is used
c,4n Linuously during launch and transfer orbit operations and prior to T:arth
cjeosynchronous mission operations.
Ili ocie" - Motor
The solid-propellant apogee kick motor (AKM) is designed to transfer the
spacecraft from the inclined, elliptical, transfer orbit to the equatorial,
geosynchronous orbit. An integral part of the spacecraft, the AKM is fired at
the apogee of the transfer orbit to change the velocity and the plane for
injection into a circular, synchronous orbit.
The AKM is the Thiokol STAR-30 (a new engine not used on previous Satcom missions)
specifically designed for Delta and Shuttle geosynchronous applications. It
provides a total impulse of 326,947 lbs-sec.
v i,IL;re 5 :,)tows a,,. exploded view of the spacecraft structural arrangement. The
a:s,;etnl^lec9 view, with folded solar panels as mounted within the Delta fairing,
i5 shown in Ficlure G.
RCA-P SPACECRAFT STRUCTURE
13
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LAUNCH VEHICLE DESCRIPTION
Tho Satcom-Vr (RCA-P) spacecraft. will be launched by the thrust- augmented NASA
I10W 3924 haunch vehicle whose principal elements are shown in Figure 7. The
,l,iiusrh vehicle characteristics are listed in 1 11-able 2. This will be the 167th
iii1lit° for Dalt1. Of the previous IGG flights, 154 have successfully placed
t;,itolliLen into orbit.
DELTA 3924 - PRINCIPAL ELEMENTS
PETAL TRUSS	 ^%' SPACECRAFT
STRAP-ON SOLID FUEL 	 RETAINING STRAP 121
	
ATTACH
ROCKET MOTORS 191	 FITTING
^--A
STAGEPETALSPIN	 TRUSS ^4) MOTOR
2ND STAGE TABLE
1ST STAGE
	
^`'
3RD STAGE/SPACECRAFT FAIRING
Fig. 7
Delta is managed for the NASA Office of Space Flight by the Goddard Space Flight
Center,, Greenbelt, MD. Launch operations management is the responsibility of
the Kennedy Space Center's Deployable Payloads Operations Division. The
McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Corporation, Huntington Beach, CA, is the Delta
prime contractor for the vehicle and launch services.
Overall, the Delta 3924 is 35.5 meters long (116 £t), including the spacecraft
shroud. Lift-off weight is 190,210 kg (418,368 lb), and lift-off thrust in
2,058,245 newtons (547,504 lb), including the startup thrust of six of the nine
solid motor strap-ons (the remaining strap-ons are ignited at 60 seconds after
lift-off)
The first stage rooster is an extended long-tank Thor powered by the Rocketdyne
RS-27 engine system which uses Hydrazine (RP-1) and liquid oxygen propellants.
Pitch and yaw steering is provided by gimballing the main engine. The vernier
enq ines provide roll control during powered flight and control during coast.
15
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TABLE 2
DELTA 3924 LAUNCH VEHICLE CHARACTERISTICS
STRAP-ON STAGE I STAGE II STAGE III
Length 11.3m 21.3m 7.Om 1.47m
(37.0 ft) (70.0 ft) (23 ft) (6 ft)
Diameter 101.6 cm 243.3 cm 175.3 cm 192.1 cm
(40 in) (96 in) (69 in) (37 in)
Engine Type Solid Liquid Liquid Solid
Engine Thiokol Rocketdyne Aerojet Thiokol
Manufacturer
Designation TX-526 RS-27 ITIP TE-364-4
Number of 9 1	 ( •h2 VE) 1 1
Engines
Specific Impulse 229.9 262.4 319 285
Avg.
,..,	 Thurst (per 407,000 N 911,840 N 41,969 N 63,105 N
engine)(Avg.) (91,520 lb) (205,000 lb) (9,443 lb) (13,900 lb)
Burn Time 58.2	 (sec) 228	 (sec) 445 (sec max) 44'	 (sec)
Propellant TP-H-8038 RP-1	 A-50 TP-H-3062
(LOX oxid.) (N204 oxid.)
The Delta 3924 incorporates a second stage consisting of large diameter propel-
lant tanks coupled with the Aerojet Liquid Rocket Company's AJ -i.0-l. :l8 Impt,oved
Transt:.age Injector Program (ITIP) engine shown in Figure :,. This stage is
powered by the liquid bipropellant engine using N 204 as the oxidizer and
Aerozene-50 as the fuel. Pitch and yaw steering during powered flight is
provided by gimballing the engine. Roll steering during powered I'1;iglit and
all steering during coast are provided by the GN 2 sold qas system.
The third stage is the TE-364-4 spin-stabilized solid-propellant motor. This
motor is secured on a spin table mounted to the second stage. The .firing of
two to eight solid propellant rockets fixed to the spin table accomplishes
spinup -3f the third-stage assembly to approximately 55 rpm.
The guidance and control system of the vehicle is located on top of the second
stage. The strap-down Delta Inertial Guidance System (DIGS) provides guidance
and control for the total vehicle from lift-off through attitude orientation.
16
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The system is composed of a digital computer provided by Delco and the Delta
Redundant Inertial Measurement System (DRIMS) provided by MDAC.
First and second stage telemeti:y systems are similar, both combining the use of
pulse durction modulation and frequency modulation.
	 Critical vehicle functions
are monitored to provide data for determining which components, if any, are not
functioning properly during ascent.
a
Tables 3 through 6 show the flight sequence of events, the mission requirements,
the flight mode description, and the predicted orbit dispersion,
	 Figures 9 L11rL1
11 show the vehicle ascent profile for the RCA-F mission.
TABLE 3
ii
RCA-F - TRAJECTORY SEQUENCE OF EVENTS f
EVENT LIFTOFF 
	
SEC,
LIFTOFF 0.0
6 SOLID BURNOUT 59.0
3 SOLID IGNITION 63.0
SEPARATE 3 SOLIDS 64.0
SEPARATE 3 SOLIDS 550
3 SOLID BURNOUT 122.2
SEPARATE 3 SOLIDS
123.5
MECO
FIRSYSECOND STAGE SEPARATION 223.8:
SECOND STAGE IGNITION 232.1
FAIRING DROP 237.1
SECOND STAGE ENGINE CUTOFF (SECO 1) 2%. 1
BEGIN COAST PHASE PITCH MANEUVER 591.8
END COAST PHASE PITCH MANEUVER 700.6
BEGIN COAST PHASE YAW MANEUVER 800.6
END COAST PHASE YAW MANEUVER 805.6
RESTART 905.6
SECOND STAGE ENGINE CUTOFF (SEGO 2) 1230.1
FIRE SPIN ROCKETS 1315.9
SECOND/THIRD STAGE SEPARATION 13.57.7
THIRD STAGE IGNITION 1359.7
THIRD STAGE BURNOUT 1401.9
SPACECRAFT SEPARATION 1445.5
DEPLETION BURN IGNITION 1532.9
SECOND STAGE DEPLETION SHUTDOWN 3801.2'
8
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TABLE 4
MISSION REQUIREMENTS
NOMINAL ORBIT PARAMETERS AT SPACECRAFT INJECTION
Apogee Altitude
	
19,323 NM
Perigee Altitude	 90 NM
Inclination	 29.3 Degrees
Spin Rate	 50 RPM
SPACECRAFT WEIGHT (AT LIFT-OFF)	 2472 lb
VIRSm GEOSYNCHRONOUS LOCATION 	 145 Degrees West I.,,,>ngitude
Above the Equator
TABLE 5
FLIGHT MODE DESCRIPTION
Launch From PAD 17A at ESMC
Launch Window is 5:4G - 6:22 p,m. EST
Six Solids Ignited at Lift-off
Three Solids Ignited at 62 seconds
Fairing Separation Occurs at 254 seconds
TABLE 6
PREDICTED ORBIT DISPERSIONS (99% PROBABILITY)
Apogee Altitude
	
+790 NM
Perigee Altitude	 +5 NM
Inclination	 +0.4 Degree
Spin Rate
	
+5 RPM
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RANGE SAFETY
Command destruct receivers are located in the first and second stages and are
tuned to the same frequency.- In the event of erratic flight, both systems will
respond to'the same RF modulated signal sent by a ground transmitting system
upon initiation by the Range Safety Officer.
LAUNCH SUPPORT
The Eastern Space and Missile Cern-er (SSMC), the launch vehicle contractor,
McDonnell Douglas, and NASA will supply all personnel and equipment required to
handle the assembly, prelaunch checkout, and launch of the Delta vehicle. GSFC
will provide technical advisory personnel to RCA, if required.
TRACKING AND DATA SUPPORT
ESMC Range stations will track the vehicle, and a nominal trajectory and orbit,
will be provided approximately 30 minutes after launch based on this data.
RCA has established nations that will be used to determine the final. transfer
orbit and also to pruvide data necessary for the firing of the PAM and the
apogee motor.
GROUND COMPLEX
1	
The constallation of RCA Satcom spacecraft are controlled and monitored by two
identically-equipped stations. One of these is located at Vernon Valley, New
Jersey, and the other at South Mountain, Santa Paula, California. Either of
these stations may act as the operations control center of the system with the
other acting as a supporting telemetry, tkaeking, and cominand station. During
the transfer orbit, the services of two subordinate telemetry, tracking, and
command stations at Carnarvon, Western Australia, and at Fucino, Italy, will
be rented from INTELSAT/COMSAT to provide global coverag% of preoperational
events. Just before each launch, a telemetry data link will be established to
the NASA ESMC at Cape Canaveral, Florida, to prodidb a data base for the new
satellite. Each T&C/SOCC station will also be provided with links to off-line
computing services Leased from University Computing Company and Information
Systems Design. These links will give access to UNIVAC 1108 computers for
orbit determination, stationkeeping calculations, and other computations
requiring a large computer.
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